•I think people expect that the main topic in this talk is to report the current status of the pentaquark searches at HERA. Of course I will. However, the situation is still unclear. H1 and ZEUS give incoherent results.
•I think people expect that the main topic in this talk is to report the current status of the pentaquark searches at HERA.
Of course I will. However, the situation is still unclear. H1 and ZEUS give incoherent results.
New results from HERA-II data are not yet in public.
•In this talk, I reviews what have been done in HERA-I on resonance (and stable particle) productions, starting from 2 quark states (mesons) to 6 or more quark states. (PDG Γ=125 +-10MeV) a glueball candidate.
Many (93%) kaons are in the target region of the Breit frame. Gluon rich region
HERA-II high statistic data will help to check the production mechanism.
• Q 2 >a few GeV 2 • 50<W<250 GeV 
• ZEUS (prel.) 96-00 • No significant baryon anti-baryon asymmetry is observed in the measured area
•rapidity in lab-frame : from ~ -1.5 to ~ 1.5 •In the Breit frame, both current-and target-regions are in acceptance •Where do we see the effect of initial baryon?
: No answers yet
•Is ep baryon production mechanism is different from e + e -?
No answers, yet. There are some differences in some measurements (proton cross section, Λ/K ratio). But it is difficult to get physics insights from comparisons with models with many parameters.
More systematic studies are desirable with High statistic HERA-II data. The initial evidence for The initial evidence for Pentaquarks Pentaquarks •Anti-deuteron is observed for the first time in γp reactions.
•Anti-d multiplicity, d/p ratio is similar to p-p, p-A reactions. In heavy ion collisions, the multiplicity is much higher (O(1000)), with similar d/p ratio.
•In the coalescence model, this results the significantly larger source size in Heavy ion reactions than in ep, pp, pA.
• The source size seen from two pion interferometry (B.E. correlation) shows that ep reaction and the other ee, pp are similar.
• Applying statistical models, "source size" of ep collisions are studied. From B.E. correlation, source size seems to be independent to the event kinematics (Q 2 , W...). Do deuterons confirm this? HERA-II?
• Any models beyond statistical approach? •Many quark and gluons --> fireball like •Flavour democratic --> many K
